


   is 
harmony 
of function, 
colour 
and form. 

The new Leo collection promises this year even more fun, design and function 

for the kitchen. Clever designs combined with a vibrant mix of colours,shapes and textures. 

The new Leo collection centers around preparation, enjoyment and storage. 

Leo caught the eye of the Red Dot and Good Design Award jury who honoured the range 

with the Red Dot and Good Design Awards.





Pieter Roex

Pieter’s broad knowledge and interest in interior design, architecture and design objects are great resources 

for designing BergHOFF’s cookware and kitchen items. His personal style is the expression of a modern 

interpretation of traditional objects which are given a playful twist. His designs can be described as ‘clean, 

clear, functional’ while elements of nature are his inspirational triggers.





Bread-taking

BREADBOX WITH BAMBOO 

CUTTING BOARD

3950051

Material: bamboo, vegetable oil finish, food approved plastic

Leo’s new breadbox brings functional style and color to any 

kitchen. This stylish breadbox helps keeping your bread fresher 

for longer.  The bamboo lid serves as a cutting board.

This smart two-part bamboo cutting board has a lift-out tray to 

clear out the crumbs. Great for cutting and serving bread at the 

table while impressing your guests. 

BAMBOO BAGUETTE CUTTING BOARD 

WITH CRUMB TRAY

3950061

ï ï

37,00 x 11,00 x 2,50 cm

(14 2/4 x 4 1/4 x 1”)

31,50 x 21,50 x 15,00 cm

(12 2/4 x 8 2/4 x 6”)

Material: bamboo, vegetable oil finish, food approved plastic



BREADBOX WITH BAMBOO 

CUTTING BOARD

3950051

Material: bamboo, vegetable oil finish, food approved plastic

ï



Material: bamboo, vegetable oil finish, food approved plastic

This smart long bamboo cutting board is great for cutting 

and serving bread or other delicacies.

LONG BAMBOO CUTTING BOARD 

3950087

44,00 x 10,00 x 1,50 cm

( 17 1/4 x 4 x 2/4”)

ï





I’d like 
a slice of you



ANTI-SLIP BAMBOO 

CUTTING BOARD LARGE

3950085  

The attractive Leo cutting boards are real all-rounders 

offering safe and good grip for secure cutting, slicing, 

dicing or other cooking tasks.

Use the elegant design with rounded edges and handles 

as a serving tray for meats, breads, cheese, wine, fruits 

and vegetables.

ï

ANTI-SLIP BAMBOO 

CUTTING BOARD SMALL

3950086 

ANTI-SLIP BAMBOO 

CUTTING BOARD WITH 

ANGLED LIP

3950088

Special features:

•  Built-in juice groove making it perfect for  

 serving cooked meats  

•   Angled lip edge allowing hassle-free transfer 

 of the cut or chopped ingredients to a plate or tray

•   Anti-slip feet making it safe to slice 

•   Special shape for optimal drying

44,00 x 17,00 x 4,00 cm

(15 3/4 x 6 x 3/4 x 1 2/4”)

28,00 x 20,00 x 1,50 cm

(11 x 7 3/4 x 2/4”)

37,00 x 27,00 x 1,50 cm

(14 2/4 x 10 3/4 x 2/4”)

Material: bamboo, vegetable oil finish, food approved plastic



Holy Ravioli.

Holy Ravioli



RAVIOLI 

STAMP 

3950007

MINI RAVIOLI 

STAMP 
3950009

WOODEN RAVIOLI 

STAMP 
3950008

WOODEN MINI 

RAVIOLI STAMP

3950010

Body: food approved plastic 

Handle: soft-touch rubber or oak wood

Make beautiful and authentic homemade 

ravioli with the Leo Ravioli stamps. In just one 

step, these easy to use stamps seal perfectly 

shaped ravioli. The Leo ravioli stamps combine 

the natural look of oak wood with easy-to-

clean and practical synthetic material for years 

of use.

ï

x

x

ï

13,00 x 8,00 x 8,00 cm 

(5 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4“)

13,00 x 8,00 x 8,00 cm

(5 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4“)

11,50 x 5,00 x 5,00 cm 

(4 1/2 x 2 x 2“)

11,50 x 5,00 x 5,00 cm 

(4 1/2 x 2 x 2“)



PIZZA SHOVEL 

 3950024

PIZZA SLICER 

WITH CHEESE GRATER 

3950025

PIZZA STONE 

3950035

PIZZA SET 

3950036

Slice 
does 
matter1x pizza shovel   45,50 x 34,00 x 1,00 cm (17 3/4 x 13 1/4 x 1/2“) 

1x pizza stone   38,00 x 30,00 x 1,50 cm (14 3/4 x 11 3/4 x 1/2“) 

1x pizza slicer and grater   30,00 x 2,50 x 10,50 cm (11 3/4 x 1 x 4“)

Material: Cordierite

Material: Bamboo wood

Body: Reinforced glass-fiber PP 

Blade: Stainless steel (X3Cr13)

ï

ïu

ï



Create delicious authentic Italian pizza at home with the Leo pizza set. The high quality ceramic pizza stone holds and 

distributes heat evenly while absorbing moisture from the dough, resulting in crusty perfection. The pizza slicer delivers two 

functions in one. The blade makes easy work of slicing thin and thick crust pizzas while the integrated grater finely grates the 

cheese for a mouth-watering topping. The natural bamboo shovel is designed to slide under the pizza for easy tranferring to 

the oven. The shovel doubles as a cutting and serving board - simply slide the pizza onto the shovel and take straight to the 

table. The pizza slicer aligns with the integrated grid system around the edge of the shovel to create perfectly even slices.  

Slice 
does 
matter







Let’s sort things out



At first glance, the Leo canister is a stylish kitchen tool organizer. But a closer look reveals a 

built-in cork insert for safely storing knives and tools together. Now all those everyday kitchen 

essentials can be kept close at hand and in the minimal amount of space.

KNIFE & UTENSIL ORGANIZER

3950000

Material: body in bamboo fiber, knife insert in cork, anti slip base ringï

14,50 x 14,50 x 24,00 cm (5 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 9 1/2“)



You bowl me over

Material: body in bamboo-fiber, lid in bamboo, seal ring in siliconeExcept bamboo lidx



CANISTER WITH BAMBOO LID 

3950052

CANISTER WITH BAMBOO LID 

3950053

CANISTER WITH BAMBOO LID

3950054 

Beautiful simple and practical canisters 

keeping your kitchen tidy and well organized.

Available in 3 sizes

Material: body in bamboo-fiber, lid in bamboo, seal ring in silicone

COVERED BOWL LARGE

3950055

COVERED BOWL SMALL

3950056

The new Leo bowls are perfect to serve your salad or 

pasta and can also be used to store your leftovers.  

Use the lid as a serving tray.

Available in 2 sizes

11,00 x 11,00 x 13,50 cm

(4 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 5 1/4”)

15,00 x 15,00 x 8,00 cm

(6 x 6 x 3 1/4”)

11,00 x 11,00 x 8,50 cm

(4 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 3 1/4”)

15,00 x 15,00 x 8,00 cm

(6 x 6 x 3 1/4”)

15,00 x 15,00 x 8,00 cm

(6 x 6 x 3 1/4”)

x



BAMBOO CUTTING BOARD 

WITH PLATE

3950058

Is it a carving and a serving board? Or just 

two nested plates? All of those options! For 

carving, the board nests neatly inside the plate 

which is designed to catch all juices from the 

meat making it a clean way to serve meats 

at the table. And of course, you can use them 

separately as two stylish plates to upgrade 

outdoor dining: the bamboo one for meat 

and the other for all types of sides and extras.  

Lunch, diner or partytime this board is perfect 

for cutting and serving at the same time. Or 

presenting a cheese plate in a fancy way. 

TWO-SIDED BAMBOO TAPAS 

CUTTING BOARD WITH TRAY

3950060

This 3-piece set is perfect to present tapas, antipasti, cold meats, 

cheeses, bread…   that can be cut directly on the bamboo board. 

The small bowl is just right for butter, herb-infused oils, sauces and 

dips. And if there’s need for more, simply lift the bamboo board 

from the tray to double the fun of tasty delights.

39,00 x 23,00 x 2,50 cm

(15 1/4 x 9 x 1”)

36,50 x 36,50 x 2,00 cm

(14 1/4 x 14 1/4 x 3/4”)

Material: Body in bamboo-fiber, cutting board in bambooï



OVAL PLATE WITH BAMBOO 

CUTTING BOARD

3950057

A bamboo board in an oval plate… an 

interesting way to serve an outdoor dinner: 

meat or fish goes on the wood; fries, vegetables, 

sauces .. on the plate. Extra appetite? Place the 

bamboo board next to the plate and enjoy 

those extra bites.

34,50 x 20,50 x 3,50 cm

(13 2/4 x 8 x 1 2/4”)







6PCS COVERED 

BOWL SET WITH TRAY

3950062 

Friends or family welcome at any time. 
This set offers endless ways for serving sauces, 
dips and side dishes. Use the bowls individually 
to share snacks or present the complete set on 
the tray. With the Leo covered bowl set, prepared 
snacks, sauces and side dishes go effortlessly 
from fridge to table. 

2PCS SERVING 

BOWL SET

3950077

Beautifully crafted in bamboo-fiber, the Leo 

serving bowl set can be used for serving, display, 

or storage.

Apero 
time!

33,50 x 10,50 x 2,00 cm

(13 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 3/4”)

20,00 x 20,00 x 10,00 cm

(7 3/4 x 7 3/4 x 4”)

ï Material: bamboo-fiber bowls, bamboo trayexcept bamboo tray



Apero 
time!

Leo invites you to enjoy life with your family and friends. 

This Apero Set is used to serve appetizers, cookies, chips, 

and other delicacies with your drinks. 

Includes:

• Small cup for sauces

• Big cup for larger appetizers

Dishwasher safe except bamboo tray

APERO SET

3950059

24,50 x 24,50 x 11,50 cm

(9 3/4 x 9 3/4 x 4 2/4”)



Introducing two beautifully designed mortar and pestle sets. Both are designed to efficiently grind and 

pound herbs and spices - perfect for home-made pesto, spice blends and salsa. The stoneware mortars are an 

attractive addition to the table and perfect for serving freshly ground condiments. The small version comes 

with a contrasting cork cover which helps to preserve the flavour and aroma.

LARGE MORTAR PESTLE 

3950033

SMALL MORTAR PESTLE

 3950032

Material: stoneware, cork Material: stoneware

ï

10,00 x 10,00 x 9,00 cm (4 x 4 x 3 1/2“) 17,50 x 17,50 x 11,00 cm (6 3/4 x 6 3/4 x 4 1/4“)

Grind, crush, chop and store.









Kitchen tools with great 
FUNctions, that’s Leo.

Chopping and mincing with the Leo herb cutter set is a pleasure thanks to the harmonious curves of the half 

moon-shaped cutter and the concave cutting bowl. 

The cutter features four graduated holes for easy stripping of leaves from stemmed herbs such as rosemary 

or thyme; simply insert the stem, pull through the hole and the leaves are collected on the board, ready for 

chopping with the rocker-shaped herb cutter. Alternatively, leafy herbs such as parsley or basil can be placed 

directly on the board for swift chopping or mincing.

HERB CUTTER WITH CUTTING BOWL 

3950021

Material: reinforced glass-fiber PP cutter, stainless steel blade, bamboo bowl ïu

1x herb cutter   13,5 x 2,5 x 9,5 cm (5 1/4 x 1 x 3 3/4 inch) 

1x cutting bowl   16 x 16 x 2,5 cm (6 1/4 x 6 1/4 x 1 inch)



3 different sized holes strip stemmed herbs of all kinds.





Material: soft-touch handle or wooden handle, stainless steel blade, reinforced glass-fiber PP body

More than a-peeling

Finally, peeling fruit and vegetables can be fun! The ergonomic handle makes the task easy and efficient. 

Designed in a light-hearted colour pallet complemented by a soft-touch handle or a beautiful wooden grip.

WOODEN STRAIGHT PEELER 

3950006

STRAIGHT PEELER 

3950005

17,50 x 2,00 x 2,00 cm (6 3/4 x 3/4 x 3/4“) 17,50 x 2,00 x 2,00 cm (6 3/4 x 3/4 x 3/4“)

ïx



Squeeze me tight



THE HAND JUICER

3950011

THE HAND JUICER

3950012

This tool ensures only freshly-squeezed lemon, 

orange or lime juice is added to the dish – just the 

flavour and not the pips.

Material: soft-touch handle, 
reinforced glass-fiber PP body

Material: soft-touch handle, reinforced 
glass-fiber pp body

x

13,00 x 7,00 x 7,00 cm (5 x 2 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

13,00 x 7,00 x 7,00 cm (5 x 2 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

ï







THE ALL-IN-ONE SLICER SET  3950020

Meet the Tremendous Trio



THE ALL-IN-ONE SLICER SET  3950020

Material: reinforced glass-fiber PP, soft touch handle, stainless steel blades

Meet the Tremendous Trio

The Leo all-in-one slicer is a smartly and beautifully designed slicing tool for fruits and vegetables. 

Its sharp interchangeable blades core, slice and dice apples, mangos, potatoes and more with one 

simple press.

1x slicer body  18 x 14,5 x 5 cm (7 x 5 3/4 x 2 inch) 

1x cutter insert mango   13 x 13 x 5 cm (5 x 5 x 2 inch) 

1x cutter insert apple   13 x 13 x 5 cm (5 x 5 x 2 inch) 

1x cutter insert potato   13 x 13 x 5 cm (5 x 5 x 2 inch)

xu



You are 
just grate!



ginger
garlic

lemon
lime peel and

orange peel
nutmeg

MULTIFUNCTIONAL GRATER 

 3950030

The textured surface of this grater is a simple and 

effective method for grating ginger or garlic in just 

a few seconds. The silicone strip on the base offers 

stability when grating. Easy to clean - a quick rinse in 

warm water is sufficient.

Material: soft-touch handle, 

reinforced glass-fiber PP body

x
23,00 x 9,00 x 3,00 cm (9 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/4“)



Potatoes are no match for the stylish Leo potato masher. Perfect to prepare a delicious dish with potatoes 

or cauliflower. Combine the potato masher with other products from the Leo series like for example the Leo 

whisk. Perfect for sauces or delicious desserts. The potato masher and whisk are designed with a practical 

soft-touch handle or a beautiful wooden handle.

A mash made in heaven

POTATO MASHER 

3950014

POTATO MASHER 

3950015

Material: soft-touch handle, 

reinforced glass-fiber nylon body

Material: wooden handle,

reinforced glass-fiber nylon body

x ï

23,50 x 8,50 x 8,50 cm (9 1/4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4“) 23,50 x 8,50 x 8,50 cm (9 1/4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4“)









Let’s 
spoon



The new Leo Cooking Tools are a must-

have for all cooking enthusiasts. The range 

comprises a variety of essential kitchen tools 

– including spoons, salad server set, tongs, 

skimmer and ladle.

The tools don’t just feel great but are also 

very practical for everyday use

Material: Handle: soft-touch rubber   Body: Silicone + Nylon  x * Colours not final

SERVING SPOON

3950089 

PASTA SPOON

3950070 

SALAD SERVERS SET

3950068  

SERVING LADLE

3950069 

SKIMMER

3950067 

TONGS

3950064



This set includes a salad server set and tongs made of solid 

maple wood. A natural oil finish coats and protects the wood.

We are better together

3PC WOODEN UTENSIL SET

3950063

ï



We are better together



Hold me tight



SPOON REST

3950091 

Perfect for holding lids, kitchen utensils 

or tablets, keeping the kitchen table 

clean while you cook.

x

* Colours not final

Material: Silicone

12,50  x 12,50 x 4,00 cm   (5 x 5 x 1 2/4“)



* Colours not finalï

Have a knife day

Material  Blade:  Stainless steel X30Cr13, non-stick coating, soft-touch handle

3950037   BREAD KNIFE  

3950039   CHEF KNIFE

3950040   CARVING KNIFE

 3950042   CARVING FORK

3950038   SANTOKU KNIFE

  3950044  CHEESE KNIFE

3950043   VEGETABLE KNIFE WITH ZESTER

3950041  SMALL CHEF KNIFE WITH HERBSTRIPPER

3950045   TOMATO KNIFE  

3950043   PARING KNIFE 8,5 cm (3 1/4 “)

11,5 cm (4 2/4 “)

14 cm (5 2/4 “)

11 cm (4 1/4 “)

13 cm (5“)

17 cm (6 3/4“)

17 cm (6 3/4“)

19 cm (7 2/4“)

19 cm (7 2/4“)

23 cm (9“)



Knives with a coloured non-stick coating which reduces sticking of the cut items to the blade. Contoured handles for extra safety. Each knife comes 

with a fitted sheath which no just protects your hands from cuts when reaching for the knife when reaching in a drawer, but also keeps the blade 

in top condition.

The combination of differently coloured knives make the Leo knife collection a special eye-catcher in every kitchen.

* Colours not final

Have a knife day



I’m on a roll

PAPER TOWEL HOLDER 

3950022

The Leo paper roll holder will blend with a wide range 

of kitchen designs, traditional or contemporary. The 

oak wood post holds any standard size kitchen roll. 

The contrasting base a non-slip ring and is designed 

to prevent tipping when tearing off a sheet of kitchen 

paper. 

Material: oakwood post, reinforced glassfiber PP body, anti slip base ringï

17,00 x 17,00 x 28,50 cm (6 3/4 x 6 3/4 x 11 1/4“)





ICE CREAM SCOOP 

3950013

MEAT HAMMER

3950018

Love me sweet
Love me tender

An ice cream scoop for the design lover who’s into the delights of ice cream or sorbet. 

The scoop’s edge effortlessly slides through even the most frozen treats. 

This stylish meat hammer has 2 different sides; a smooth side for flattening meats and poultry and 

one which has teeth for tenderising meat. This is also an efficient tool for crushing garlic and nuts.

Material: body in cast aluminium with satin clear coating, soft-touch handleï

18,50 x 4,50 x 4,00 cm (7 1/4 x 1 3/4 x 1 1/2“) 17,00 x 5,50 x 3,00 cm (6 3/4 x 2 1/4 x 1 1/4“)





This cake pan releases even the most delicate treats with ease thanks to its amazing 

non-stick properties. It has cleverly designed grid lines and in combination with the 

unique slicer, cakes can be cut into any portion desired. Great for portion control for 

dieters and diabetics or just for anyone who wants to create professional looking 

party platters.

Measure 
in love



RECTANGULAR CAKE PAN  28 CM

3950027

ROUND CAKE PAN  22 CM

3950028

Material: carbon steel body 

with non-stick coating

Material: carbon steel body 

with non-stick coating

FLEXIBLE SCRAPER 
3950026

EASY SLICER 

3950023

Material: reinforced glass-fiber PA, 

silicone overmold

Material: reinforced 

glass-fiber PA

The flexible scraper has straight and rounded 

edges to fit a variety of bowls, pans and 

containers making sure every last bit of batter 

or dough is used.

Use this slicer in combination with the Leo 

cakepan with integrated grid lines to cut cakes 

into any portion desired. Or use the slicer on its 

own to cut dough for rolls, croissants and other 

goodies.

Outside dimension

32 x 26,5 x 5,5 cm (12 1/2 x 10 1/4 x 2 x1/4)

Inside dimension

28 x 22 x 5,5 cm (11 x 8 1/2 x 2 1/4)

Outside dimension

26 x 26 x 5,5 cm (10 1/4 x 10 1/4 x 2 1/4)

Inside dimension

22 x 22 x 5,5 cm (8 3/4 x 8 3/4 x 2 1/4)

ïYy ïYy

x x

14,50 x 2,50 x 11,50 cm (5 3/4 x 1 x 4 1/2“)10,50 x 2,50 x 13,00 cm (4 x 1 x 5“)







The Leo whisk is designed with an attractive oak wood 

handle and contrasting stainless steel blades for efficient 

whisking

The Leo whisk is designed with an comfortable soft-touch 

handle and contrasting stainless steel blades for efficient 

whisking

Material: soft-touch or wooden handle, reinforced glass-fiber PP, stainless steel wires 18/10

WHISK

3950017
28,00 x 7,00 x 7,00 cm (11 x 2 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

WHISK

3950016
28,00 x 7,00 x 7,00 cm (11 x 2 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

ï x

Knock, knock, knock
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